Importance of angulate bodies in the diagnosis of granular cell tumors (schwannomas).
Granular cell tumors (GCTs) were originally characterized ultrastructurally by the presence of many large lysosomes and angulate bodies (ABs). ABs appear to have been forgotten, and the diagnosis of GCT currently depends solely upon the presence of large lysosomes. Most investigators favor a Schwann cell origin for GCT. Recently, reports of granular tumors with large lysosomes but without ABs have suggested other cells of origin. If the ultrastructural criteria for the diagnosis of GCT were maintained as originally described, many of these granular tumors would not qualify as true GCTs. Two granular tumors that were at first considered GCTs are described. Based on the presence of large lysosomes and the presence or absence of ABs, one tumor was considered a true malignant GCT and the other a benign fibroblastic tumor.